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Abstract 
We construct, under the continuum hypothesis, a first countable connected pseudocom- 
pact Tychonoff space without a dense relatively countably compact subset. We do this by 
blending an Ostaszewski-type construction with a Stephenson-type W-space construction. 
We also show that any locally pseudocompact first countable regular space with a dense 
locally conditionally compact subset can be embedded in a pseudocompact first countable 
regular space. This sheds light on Stephenson’s problem whether any locally pseudocompact 
first countable regular space can be embedded in a pseudocompact first countable regular 
space. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1930, Zippin [18] constructed a pseudocompact Moore space which is not 
countably compact. This construction brought the idea of maximal almost disjoint 
families into general topology. 
The classic presentation of this idea was given in the early 1950’s by Isbell (see 
exercise 51 in [2]) and Mr6wka [7] and demonstrates that a maximal almost disjoint 
family of subsets of w is a pseudocompact space which is not countably compact. 
The textbook of Gillman and Jerison has popularized the designation of this 
classical space as ?P. 
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In his book, Moore [6] pointed out that the natural way to show that Zippin’s 
space is a pseudocompact space is to observe that it has a dense conditionally 
compact (sometimes called a relatively countably compact) subset since a space 
with a conditionally compact subset is always pseudocompact. In fact, the Isbell- 
Mrowka space is pseudocompact for the same reason. 
Marjanovic [51 was the first to publish an example of a pseudocompact space 
which fails to have a dense conditionally compact subset. Ginsburg and Saks [3] 
found such an example inside pN by showing that the type of any non-P-point of 
PN - N is pseudocompact but has no countable discrete subset with a cluster 
point. In 1979 Stephenson [lo] constructed a beautiful example: 
Theorem 1.1. There is a locally compact zero-dimensional pseudocompact (sep- 
arable) Moore space which has no dense conditionally compact subset. 
In 1983, Zhou [17] showed that, with the aid of the continuum hypothesis (or 
even Martin’s axiom), Stephenson’s method could be adjusted to obtain a space 
with the stronger property that every conditionally compact subset has compact 
closure. 
This sequence of results leads quite naturally to the following question asked by 
Green in 1974 in the case of Moore spaces. 
Problem 1.2 (Green). Is there, in ZFC, a separable first countable (or Moore) 
pseudocompact noncompact space in which every conditionally compact subset has 
compact closure? 
Another line of inquiry involves the embeddability of first countable (or Moore) 
spaces into pseudocompact, first countable (or Moore) spaces. The investigators in 
this area have looked at the more general class of regular spaces and so in this 
paper, we shall, in an abuse of notation, use pseudocompact to mean that there is 
no infinite discrete family of open sets. This definition is equivalent to the usual 
one in Tychonoff spaces (and all pseudocompact spaces are assumed to be 
Tychonoff in, for example, Engelking’s textbook [l]). In non-Tychonoff spaces, 
however, the more common but less informative and uglier term is feebly compact. 
The ground-breaking result was obtained in 1971 by Stephenson [9] who showed 
that locally pseudocompact, first countable, regular, zero-dimensional spaces can 
be embedded in pseudocompact, first countable, regular spaces. 
Often, in general topology, the assumption of zero-dimensionality is made to 
simplify the argument but can be removed without serious difficulty. Stephenson’s 
proof was not an instance of this, however. 
Problem 1.3 (Stephenson). Can every locally pseudocompact, first countable, 
regular space be embedded in a pseudocompact, first countable, regular space? 
The more general universe of regular spaces brings us to the allied study of 
Moore closed spaces, since Moore spaces are assumed regular but not necessarily 
Tychonoff. 
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Definition 1.4. A Moore space X is said to be Moore closed if it is closed in any 
Moore space in which it is embedded. 
The connection with pseudocompactness was established by Green [41 who 
proved 
Proposition 1.5. A Moore space is Moore closed if and only if it is pseudocompact. 
The significance of Green’s observation is that Stephenson’s study of the 
pseudocompactifiability of Moore spaces is identical to the study of embeddability 
of Moore spaces as closed subspaces of another Moore space and that study is in a 
long tradition of pursuits dating from the 1920’s. 
That the assumption of local pseudocompactness was needed in Stephenson’s 
result was demonstrated in 1979 by van Douwen and Przymusinski [16] who 
constructed an example of a first countable Tychonoff (even zero-dimensional 
Lindeliif) space which cannot be embedded in a first countable, regular, pseudo- 
compact space. Terada and Terasawa strengthened this result in 1982 [12] by 
constructing a Tech-complete variation on the example of van Douwen and 
Przymusinski. 
Stephenson’s Problem 1.3 cannot, however, be translated directly to Moore 
spaces. 
Proposition 1.6. There is a locally pseudocompact Moore space which cannot be 
embedded in a pseudocompact Moore space. 
In fact, the discrete space of cardinality (22”)’ works since Reed showed in 
1974 181 that pseudocompact Moore spaces are separable (is there a direct proof of 
this fact?) and since separable regular spaces have cardinality at most 2’“. 
Stephenson has asked however: 
Problem 1.7 (Stephenson). Can every locally pseudocompact, separable, Moore 
space be embedded in a pseudocompact Moore space? 
In 1982, Terada and Terasawa [12] showed that any locally pseudocompact, first 
countable, Tychonoff space can be embedded in a pseudocompact, first countable, 
Tychonoff space. Stephenson’s question was not answered by Terada and Tera- 
sawa and remains justified by the fact that Terada and Terasawa used methods of 
Stone-tech compactification to obtain their pseudocompactification theorem. I 
have the belief that this theorem can be obtained rather in the tradition of using 
maximal almost disjoint families, that is to say, by combinatorial or “constructive” 
methods. Regularity effectively forbids the use of zero sets and so provides a way 
of putting a focus on this belief. 
The best positive result until now for regular spaces was obtained in 1987 by 
Stephenson [ll] who showed that locally pseudocompact (at least at all but 
countably many points) first countable regular spaces which have a dense zero-di- 
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mensional subset (or something weaker) can be embedded in pseudocompact, first 
countable, regular spaces. 
In 1974, Green also asked [41: 
Problem 1.8. Is every connected pseudocompact Moore space compact? 
Under the continuum hypothesis, Tree and the author [15] have constructed 
even a noncompact pseudocompact Moore manifold. 
Stephenson also asked this question for first countable spaces in 1990 at the 
Summer Conference in General Topology at Long Island University: 
Problem 1.9 (Stephenson). Is there (in ZFC) a connected, pseudocompact, first 
countable, regular space which is not countably compact? 
This question is best understood when one notes that such an example cannot 
be created in the fashion of 9 by adding a closed discrete set to a connected first 
countable regular space which is not countably compact. 
In this paper, we contribute some results on pseudocompactification and a new 
example of a pseudocompact space. 
First, we show that any locally pseudocompact, first countable, regular space 
with a dense locally conditionally compact subset can be embedded in a pseudo- 
compact, first countable, regular space. Thus the two trains of research described 
above are closely tied; any locally pseudocompact, first countable, regular space 
which cannot be embedded in a pseudocompact, first countable, regular space 
must also contain examples of pseudocompact, first countable, regular spaces with 
no dense conditionally compact subset. 
We also show that any locally countably compact, first countable, regular space 
with a dense locally conditionally compact subset can be embedded in a pseudo- 
compact, first countable, regular space. This is interesting particularly because 
Terada and Terasawa obtain their pseudocompactification theorem for locally 
compact spaces and then only take a few lines to argue the case for locally 
pseudocompact spaces. We, on the other hand, give a fairly direct proof for locally 
(countably) compact spaces but see no way of extending this to locally pseudocom- 
pact spaces. 
In fact, we introduce a property SLP which is implied by either locally countably 
compact or the possession of a dense conditionally compact subset, and yet implies 
locally pseudocompact such that any SLP, first countable, regular space can be 
embedded in a pseudocompact, first countable, regular space. This leaves: 
Problem 1.10 (Stephenson). Can every locally compact, separable, Moore space be 
embedded in a (locally compact) pseudocompact Moore space? 
If the answer to Stephenson’s Problem 1.3 is negative, then there must be a 
locally pseudocompact, first countable, regular space which is not SLP. Since 
Stephenson’s example of Theorem 1.1 is SLP and cannot be modified to fail to be 
SLP, we ask: 
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Problem 1.11. Is there, in ZFC, a (locally) pseudocompact first countable regular 
(Tychonoff) space which is not SLP? 
The referee has observed that the isolated points of a pseudocompact space are 
relatively countably compact, so that a locally pseudocompact, scattered space is 
SLP. The referee has observed further that locally pseudocompact spaces which 
have local cardinality less than the continuum are scattered and so that every 
locally pseudocompact space of local cardinality less than the continuum is SLP. 
Second, we give an example which answers some of these questions consistently. 
We construct, under CH, a first countable, separable, connected, pseudocompact 
space X with no dense conditionally compact subset. In fact, X has a dense open 
copy of the real line. This example blends techniques introduced by Zhou [17] 
(which originated with the Ostaszewski line) and some new ideas which allow us to 
begin with the (connected) reals rather than the (noncompact) Cantor set as Zhou 
does. Of course, the complement of the Cantor set in Zhou’s example is closed 
discrete while the complement of the reals in our example is closed but far from 
being discrete is so complicated that we don’t know whether it is a Moore space. 
We believe that the most worthwhile aspect of this paper is the method of 
pseudocompactifying by adding something more complicated than a closed discrete 
set. 
2. Pseudocompactification 
Definition 2.1. A set A is said to be relatively countably compact in a topological 
space X if 
(If A cX, then we use A’ to denote the derived set of A.) 
Definition 2.2. A space X is said to be strongly locally pseudocompact or SLP if 
there is a dense D CX such that, for all x EX, there is a closed neighborhood U 
of x such that D fl U is relatively countably compact in U. 
Proposition 2.3. If X is locally countably compact, then X is SLP. 
Proof. Take D = X. 0 
Proposition 2.4. If X is SLP, then X is locally pseudocompact. 
Proof. Let D be as in the definition of SLP. Let x EX. Let U be as in the 
definition of SLP. Now int(u> is still a closed neighborhood of x. Suppose 
KJ,: II E wl is a discrete family of relatively open nonempty subsets of int(V). 
Since int(U) is dense in int(, we have {U, CT int(U): n E o] is a discrete family of 
nonempty sets open in X. Choose x, E U, n int(U) II D. Now {x,: n E o} has a 
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limit point p in U. Now p E int(u). This shows that int( is pseudocompact. 
0 
Definition 2.5. If X is locally pseudocompact and regular and there is a pseudo- 
compact regular space Y with Y3X and X(X) =X(Y) (where X(X> is the 
character of the space X), then we say X is X-pseudocompactifiable (X-PC). 
Lemma 2.6. If X is locally pseudocompact first countable and regular and D CX is a 
dense set of isolated points, then X is X-PC. 
Proof. Let .F be a maximal almost disjoint family of closed countable subsets of 
D. Topologize Y = X U 5” by letting X be open and letting (f } U (f - F) be open 
for each f E Y and for each F E [f ] < w. Now Y is a first countable Ti space. 
Claim. Y is regular. 
Proof of Claim. Let y E Y and let U be an open neighborhood of y. If y E X, let I’ 
be a neighborhood of y such that VcX and vx is pseudocompact and a subset of 
U. Now if f E 9, then 1 f n vx I < o. Thus {f) U (f - (f n vx>> is a neighbor- 
hood of f which misses vx and so vx is closed in Y and so vy c U as required. 
If y E 9, then let T/c U be a basic open neighborhood of y. Say I/= ( y) U (y 
-F) for F~[yl<~. Now V is itself closed. To see this, suppose x E Y - V. If 
x E 9, then, since 1 x n y 1 < CO, (x} U (x - (x n y)) is a neighborhood of x disjoint 
from I/. If x E X, then since y - F is closed in X, we have X - ( y - F) is an open 
neighborhood of x disjoint from I/. 
Claim. Y is pseudocompact, 
Proof of Claim. Suppose (U,: n E w) is a discrete family of open subsets of Y. Now 
D is dense in Y. Choose d, ED n U,. Now E = (d,: n E w) is a closed subset of D 
so there is fgF such that IEnf I = w. Now f=EnfcE and so f is a limit 
point of (U,: n E w}. 0 
Lemma 2.7. Zf X is SLP, first countable and regular, then there is a Y 3 X such that 
Y is locally pseudocompact, first countable and regular and has a dense set of isolated 
points. 
Proof. Let Z =X X 2 be the Alexandroff duplicate where XX (1) is a new set of 
isolated points and X X (O} is homeomorphic to X. That is XX 2 has the topology 
whose basic open sets are (xl X (1) for each x E X and each (U x 2) - (F X (1)) for 
each open U CX and each finite F cX. 
Now Z is first countable and regular and so are all its subspaces. Let Y = (XX 
(0)) U (D X (1)) where D is as in the definition of SLP. 
Claim. Y is locally pseudocompact. 
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Proof of Claim. Let x EX. Use the definition of SLP to find U. Assume, without 
loss of generality, that U is regular closed. Let N = Y n ((U X 10)) U ((U - {x)) X 
{l))). Now N is a closed neighborhood of (x, 0). 
First, we claim that any nonempty relatively open subset W of N intersects 
((D n U) x (1)) u ((X-X’) x {O))). To see this, let (x’, 0) E W where x’ is not an 
isolated point of X. Let W = W* f~ N where W* is open in Y. Without loss of 
generality, W* is a basic open neighborhood of (x’, 0). That is, W* = (W+ X (0)) U 
((W+-- Ix)> x { 1)) where W+ is an open neighborhood of x’. Now x’ E U = int(U) 
and so (W+n int(U)> - (x, x’) is nonempty and open in X. Choose d E D n ((W’ 
n int(U)> - {x, x’)). Now (d, 1) E W and the claim is proved. 
So suppose {M$: i E w) were a discrete family of relatively open nonempty 
subsets of N. Without loss of generality, we can choose (di, 1) E W. n ((D n U) x 
(1)) or else we can choose (di, 0) E W n ((X-X’) X (0)). 
Case 1. Let E = (di: i E w) and apply SLP to find z E U such that z E E. Thus 
(z, 0)~ {(dj, 1): i~w}. 
Case 2. Now di E U n D and so {di: i E w) has a limit point z E U by the SLP. 
Now (2, 0)~ {(di, 0): i~w}. q 
Corollary 2.8. Zf X is SLP, first countable and regular, then X is X-PC. 
Proof. Apply Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. 0 
Corollary 2.9. Zf X is locally countably compact, first countable and regular, then X 
is X-PC. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.8. 0 
Definition 2.10. A topological space X is locally strongly pseudocompact or LSP if 
for every x EX, there is a closed neighborhood U of x and a D c U which is 
dense in U and which is relatively countably compact in U. 
Proposition 2.11. Zf X is SLP, then X is LSP. 
Proof. Take D = D n int(U>. 0 
Definition 2.12. A topological space X is densely countably compact or DCC if X 
has a dense subset D which is relatively countably compact in X. 
Theorem 2.13. Zf there is a locally pseudocompact, first countable, regular space 
which has no pseudocompact, first countable, regular extension, then there is one of 
the following : 
l a first countable regular LSP space which is not SLP, 
l a first countable, regular, pseudocompact space which is not DCC. 
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Proof. If X is SLP, apply Corollary 2.8. If X is LSP but not SLP, then we have the 
first kind of space. If X is not LSP, then witness this with a point x. By local 
pseudocompactness, x has a closed pseudocompact neighborhood U. By failure of 
LSP, any dense subset of U is not relatively countably compact and so U is the 
second kind of space. q 
Conjecture 2.14. There is a first countable regular LSP space which is not SLP. 
However 1 believe that this conjecture will be difficult to establish even 
consistently. The space to be defined in the next section can be modified to be not 
LSP under the continuum hypothesis. I have, however, no idea how to obtain a 
pseudocompact first countable regular space which is not DCC without the use of 
special axioms or without making it connected without additional effort. 
Zero-dimensional can be obtained by subtracting the rationals from the reals. 
To answer the question whether there exists a first countable regular locally 
pseudocompact space which is not x-PC requires constructing either a space of the 
first kind in Theorem 2.13 or modifying the example in the next section to be 
non-X-PC. I expect both of these directions to be quite difficult. 
We finish this section with a conjecture which I think is worth the effort needed 
to solve it. 
Conjecture 2.15. It is consistent that path-connected, pseudocompact, first count- 
able, Tychonoff spaces are countably compact. 
3. An example 
Theorem 3.1 (CH). There is a first countable, connected, pseudocompact, Tychonoff 
space without a dense relatively countably compact subset. 
Proof. Let ((UC: n E 0): a E ml} list all discrete families of nonempty bounded 
open real intervals. Let (Da: (Y E oi} list all dense countable subsets of R. 
By induction, define 
l scwi, 
0 {S,: CY E S} c [wlW, 
0 ix,“: (Y E S, n E S,) c R, 
0 {y,“: CYEW~, nEo}CR, 
0 IV,“? ff ES, n E S,, m E WI, 
which satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) {y,“: n E o} is a closed discrete set, 
(2) p <a! ax; zxp, yp, 
(3) y,” @ (xi: n,(P) <n, m E 01, 
(4) x,* E UE and y,” ED”, 
(5) {V-o*‘? n E S,} is discrete, 
(6) IV,“,“: m E CO} is an open neighborhood base for x,“, 
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(7) Kc v;pn, 
(8) /?I<a-x; is not an element of the boundary of yP,‘, - 
(9) (VP < aX3nXVm)[{x;: j > n) c V,P V 1.x;: j > nl n V,P = @I, 
(10) (V/3 < a>(3nXVm>[v,” c v,p v y C-7 v,= @I, 
(11) v;,’ c U.“, 
(12) (VcrXViXVp)[(i > n,(P) V a = 0) - yr tZ V[l, 
(13) (V/3 < dyp E v;ts,l, 
(14) the Lebesgue measure of V/ is less than 1, 
(15) (Y E S e (V/3 E S n aX%z)[V,P n uiqa: i E w) = 01, 
where we use the notation V,” = U{V,“*“: n > m} and where we use the notation 
[K]* to denote {A c K: I A ( = A} and where n, is some arbitrary but fixed bijection 
from each countable infinite ordinal (Y to o. 
To show that the induction can be carried out, suppose that a E or and that 
s n LY, {so: p E S n (Y], (x,P: p E S n a, n E S,], (yf: p E w1 n a, y1 E W) and 
(V,P? p ES n (Y, n ES,, m E w) have been defined. We can calculate by condi- 
tion (15) whether (Y E S or not. First, we define S, and Ix,“: n E S,) under the 
assumption that (Y E S. To do this, we first define (m,: n E n&S n a) c w) using 
condition (15) such that, if p E S n a, then VLcn,cp,, n U(Q*: i E o) = @. 
Now we define, by induction on n E w, 
0 (A,: n E w) c [wlw, 
l U.&: i E o, n E w) nonempty open subsets of R, 
0 pi,n ultrafilters on Uj,n which extend the filter of dense open sets, 
l functions r,, : m, xA, + 2, 
0 functions c$, : m, --f 2, 
such that 
(1) A,, ~An+r, 
(2) A,,=+ 
(3) QJ = v, 
(4) 7=rJm, i) = 0 w I/,“Gf”) n Ui n E pi n, 
(5) (Vi EA,+,)[rn(m, i) = +,&z)l, ’ 
(6) Wi EA~+~>[Q~+~ = Ui, n f11vi nGvn): mE+;l(O))n n(R-F: mE 
6, WI. 
We can assume Q,, # @ since m E 4;‘(O) implies that (Vi l A,+,)[r,Jrn, i) = 01. 
Once the induction has been carried out, choose the following: 
l an increasing sequence S, = (i,: II E w) such that i, E A,+l, 
l xi”, E ui n+l - (u(a(~q: i E w, j E w, p <(Y) U {xf, yp: p < LY, 
Claim. Wp l cuEbz>(Vm>[(x~: j > n) C V,P V (XT: j > n) n v,P= pl]. 
i E w)). 
To prove this claim, let us fix p < (Y and show that II = n,(P) works. 
Case 1: m cm,. 
We assume 4,(m) = 0 (the other case is similar). Now m E 4; ‘(0) and (Vi E 
A,+I)[~,~+IcV~~4”)=V~l.Nowx~~Ui,,i+l~~n+l ifj>n.Thus ~;EV,P so 
longasjBnandijrA,+,.NowijEAj+I~A,+Irfj~nandso(x,q: j>n)cV~. 
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Case 2: m 2 m,. 
Thus vin n lJ(Qa: i E w) = fl and xc E q.,,j+l c q; so {xc: j E w] fl V{ = fl as 
required. Thus {xp: i E S,) has been defined satisfying conditions (2), (41, (81, and 
(9). 
Now we can define {V;? n E S,, m E w} to satisfy conditions (5), (61, (71, (lo), 
(111, (13) and (14). This can be done since (9) gives us (10) and (13) requires only 
that we avoid finitely many closed discrete sets. 
Next { y,*: n E w) must be defined whether (Y E S or not. Now condition (3) says 
we must avoid the union of finitely many closed discrete sets and remain inside a 
dense set. To get (121, choose y” inside an interval Z whose length is the integer 
I (p E S: n,(P) < i V a = p} 1 but which misses each V, for n,(P) < i or (Y = /?. 
Since p(V{) < 1, we are subtracting finitely many sets of measure less than 1 each 
of which is a union of finitely many intervals (inside Z> and these cannot exhaust a 
dense set. Thus we get {y,“: n E w] to satisfy (11, (31, (4) and (12). The induction is 
completed. 
Now let X = R u S be topologized by letting R be open and letting a neighbor- 
hood of LY E S in parameter k E o be 
W~=(~]uV~u{pES:(3iEO)[V;PcV~]}. 
Now note that if y E WE, then either y = (Y or vl,’ c VE for some i E o. In the 
latter case, u/;:Y c WE (to see this, suppose 6 E WY n S and thus (3j E w>[I$* C K’l; 
we can then calculate Vi” c V; and so 6 E WE>. Thus we have a topology. 0 
Lemma3.2. ZfV;nVi=fl, then w,“nW~=@. 
Proof. Suppose y E W; n W,P. If y f CY, p, then Eli, j E u>[Ky c I/ma, “;’ c Vi]. 
Without loss of generality, i <j and so I/,a n V,P 3 I/;.’ Z @. If y = a, say then 
(3i E w)[ya c V,P] but (d # F* n V; c V; n Vnp. q 
Lemma 3.3. X is Hausdorff. 
proof. Condition (10) says that (Va < /3KlnXVm)[V~ c Vz V V, n EC PII. Fix ay 
p, n. If (Vm EW)[V~ c I/ma], then VF c nIVz: m ~w) = 1. Thus (3m E m)[VR 
- 
nV,a=@].ByLemma3.2, WtnWz=@. 0 
Lemma 3.4. X is regular. 
Proof. Note that any compact neighborhood of r E R in R is also closed in X by 
condition (5). Thus it suffices to show that XW,J) c Ft. Suppose /3 E XWE). If 
(Y < p, then let n be as in (10). Let m = k. If Vno c V;, then /3 E Wr. If Vt n Vg = 
@,thenWfnW;=#andPh as a neighborhood missing Wz. If LY > p, then apply 
condition (15) to get m. Now Vf n U(V;,‘: i E S,} = fl by condition (11) and so 
V{ n I/on = @. Thus Wl n WE = 0 and so ~3 has a neighborhood missing W{ 3 Wt. 
0 
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Lemma 3.5. X is pseudocompact. 
161 
Proof. Suppose {U,,: n E w} is a discrete family of nonempty open subsets of X. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that each U, is a real interval. Thus it is 
some {U,a: n E 01. If (Y ES, then {xz: 12 E S,} converges to (Y. If (Y ES, then 
condition (15) says that (3p E LY n S>(Vm>[V,P n U{qia: i E w) # @I. Thus there is 
p E (Y n S which is a limit of {Uia: i E w}. 0 
Lemma 3.6. X has no dense subset which is relatively countably compact. 
Proof. Suppose D were such a dense set. Without loss of generality, D c R’ so say 
that D = D”. We claim that (y,*: II E w} has no limit point. Suppose that y E S 
were a limit point. If y > a, then, by condition (13), yg E VnTCaj and so W,Y,(,) is a 
neighborhood of y which misses (yg: i E w). If y Q (Y, then by condition (12), all 
but finitely many yg do not lie in I$‘. Thus there is m E o such that Wz n {yg: i E 
w} = (d as required. 0 
Lemma 3.7. X is connected. 
Proof. Iw is a dense open subset of X. 0 
Ian Tree has obtained many interesting related results. This work appears in 
two articles which are presently submitted for publication 113,141. 
Peter Nyikos has announced that he has shown that every locally compact 
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